Applying the User-Centered Paradigm to Cataloging Standards in Theory and Practice: Problems and Prospects

Abstract
Dervin and Nilan’s (1986) article, “Information needs and uses,” has been an influential article in Library and Information Science (LIS), because it calls for a paradigm shift in LIS away from research that focuses on systems and standards to research that focuses on users. This article also has been influential on library and information practice. Librarians and other information workers are called on to be user-centered and place users at the center of library programs and services. Conforming to the user-centered paradigm, however, has been problematic for broad representational systems, like library cataloging, that must meet the diverse needs of global users. Despite calls to focus on users, the cataloging field has not taken a user-centered approach in research or in the development of cataloging standards. Instead, the responsibility to meet users’ needs has been placed on cataloging practitioners, who are encouraged to customize bibliographic records to meet their local users’ needs. Dissertation research by Hoffman (2008) suggests that catalogers are limited in their ability to customize bibliographic records, because catalogers do not know who their users are and cannot identify their users’ needs. In addition, library administrators discourage customization in favor of efficient cataloging processes. There are limits to LIS’s user-centered paradigm in the area of cataloging, and perhaps it needs to examined and reconsidered. Is the user-centered paradigm still applicable to cataloging? How should cataloging meet users’ needs? This paper will examine the problems of the user-centered paradigm in cataloging.

1. Introduction
Dervin and Nilan’s (1986) review article, “Information needs and uses,” has been influential in Library and Information Science (LIS) in shifting the focus of LIS research and practice from systems to users. Although there were earlier calls to focus on users (see e.g., Allen, 1969; Paisley, 1968), this article clearly called for a paradigm shift from research that focuses on systems, standards, and documents, to research that focuses on users and understanding users’ information needs and searching behavior. Unlike the systems approach, which focuses on users in relation to systems, the user-focused, or user-centered, paradigm takes the user as the focus of research and seeks to "observe users in terms of users" (Dervin & Nilan, 1986, 9). Users are viewed as individuals who actively construct information, and the research often takes a cognitive approach. This approach contends that if LIS understands what goes on in an individual user’s mind (how a user conceptualizes his/her world), that knowledge can be used to better serve the user’s needs (Ingwersen, 1996). This knowledge, then, can be used to design systems that account for a user’s information needs and searching behavior (see e.g., Bates, 1989; Belkin, 1980). Dervin and Nilan’s article also has influenced library and information practice. Librarians and other information workers are called on to be user-centered and should possess excellent customer service skills, understand and respect users’ differences, and place users at the center of library programs and services (see e.g., Montanelli & Stenstrom, 1999).

Conforming to the user-centered paradigm, however, has been problematic for broad representational systems and standards, especially those used in library cataloging, because they must meet the needs of a wide variety of users. Standards for
descriptive cataloging, such as the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, controlled vocabularies, like the Library of Congress Subject Headings, and broad classification schemes, such as the Dewey Decimal Classification and the Library of Congress Classification, are increasingly being used by a global audience of users who represent many cultures and speak many different languages.

Despite calls for cataloging research to focus on users (see e.g., Borgman, 1996; Carlyle, 1999; Jeng, 1997) and cataloging standards to be built based on an understanding of users’ needs (Hufford, 1991), the cataloging field has not really taken a user-centered approach in research or in the development of cataloging standards. Instead, the responsibility to meet users’ needs has been placed on cataloging practitioners, who are encouraged to think about users and customize bibliographic records to meet the needs of their local users. However, meeting users’ needs in practice has been challenging, because the job of catalogers is to apply standards, not necessarily to meet the needs of local users. There also are limits on the ability of catalogers to customize bibliographic records in practice, such as catalogers’ lack of knowledge of local users and their needs, and library administrators who discourage customization in favor of fast production and efficient cataloging processes (Hoffman, 2008).

If cataloging standards are being used by more global and diverse users, is the user-centered paradigm still applicable? In addition, if catalogers in practice cannot customize bibliographic records to meet users’ needs, who/what is responsible for meeting users’ needs and how should those needs be met? In this paper, I will first discuss how cataloging currently focuses on users in research, standards, and practice. Then, I will discuss possible ways cataloging could focus on users. Although the focus in this paper is on library cataloging and cataloging standards, this discussion could be applicable to other areas of knowledge organization and other representational systems.

2. How cataloging focuses on users

Historically, North American cataloging practice has always tried to focus on users. For example, Cutter (1904, 6) instructs, “The convenience of the public is always to be set before the ease of the cataloger,” and Haykin (1951, 7) asserts, “The reader is the focus in all cataloging principles and practice.” This focus on users also can be seen in the recent Statement of International Cataloguing Principles (2009, 2), which states that the highest principle in the construction of cataloging codes is the "the convenience of the user" and that decisions should be made with "the user in mind." Yet, this directive only instructs catalogers to “think” of users during the cataloging process and the development of standards, not to try to meet their needs.

2.1. Focusing on users in cataloging research and standards

Although cataloging thinks about users, the focus is still on systems and standards, not understanding users’ information needs and searching behavior, as advocated by the user-centered paradigm. This has implications for cataloging research and standards. When cataloging research deals with users, it generally does not take the user as its focus. Instead, research focuses on how users interact with or understand existing systems such as card/online catalogs, cataloging standards, or bibliographic records. Generally, the goal of this research is to make better matches between cataloging
systems and users’ queries (Bates, 1998; Dervin & Nilan, 1986). Examples include the many catalog use studies that have been performed (for an overview see e.g., Borgman, 1986) and research that focuses on users’ interaction with specific cataloging standards (see, e.g., Drabenstott et al., 1999). Rarely does research in this area take the user as the focus; one exception is Carlyle’s (1999) research on user categorization of works. This is not to criticize this research or diminish its importance, but simply to point out that it is not the type of research called for by the user-centered paradigm.

Perhaps because cataloging research does not take a user-focus, cataloging standards have not been developed based on an understanding of users’ needs, despite calls from researchers to do so (see, e.g., Carlyle, 1999; Hufford, 1991; Jeng, 1997). Standards are meant to be universal; they have not been developed to meet the needs of a wide variety of users, let alone the diverse needs of a global audience. Standards have been criticized, because they assume that users are a homogenized group that has similar needs, and they often fail to account for differences among users (Olson, 2004). Standards also have been criticized for their marginalizing effect and their bias toward male, white, Christian, American viewpoints (see, e.g., Berman, 1971, 1981; Olson, 2000, 2001, 2004). Although the Library of Congress has changed some of its subject headings and classifications to reflect less biased terminology, cataloging standards still focus on the universal user and have not been built based on an understanding of users’ information needs.

2.2. Focusing on users in cataloging practice

If cataloging research and standards do not focus on users, then how does cataloging focus on users? How is cataloging a part of the user-centered paradigm? Instead of research and standards, the responsibility to meet users’ needs has been placed on cataloging practice. Cataloging practitioners are called upon to leave behind their strict, rule-oriented, bureaucratic ways and to focus on users (see, e.g., McCombs, 1985; Stenstrom, 1999). The emphasis is placed on “local” cataloging, and catalogers are called on to customize bibliographic records to meet local users’ needs (see, e.g., Olson, & Schlegl, 2001; Weinberg, 1992). Customization is possible, because cataloging is shared among libraries through bibliographic utilities, like OCLC’s Connexion database (WorldCat). On these utilities, there is supposed to be one universal, or master, bibliographic record per edition of a work. Catalogers are called upon to take that master record and modify it to meet the needs of local users. This sets up a two-tiered cataloging system in which there is one set of universal standards for the bibliographic utility, and another set of local standards for each individual cataloging department. The assumption is that catalogers can do anything they want on their own library catalog, but they must adhere strictly to standards in the bibliographic utilities.

On the surface, this seems like an effective way for the standards to remain universal, yet allow different types of users’ needs to be met on the local level. However, this charge is problematic for cataloging practitioners. It assumes that catalogers can objectively determine their users’ needs and will know how to adapt the standards to meet those needs. Dissertation research by Hoffman (2008) suggests that catalogers in academic libraries are hindered in their ability to meet users’ needs, because they do not know who their users are and cannot articulate their local users’
information needs. To catalogers in this study, standards represent users and catalogers believe that users’ needs will be met by following standards. Finally, cataloging administrators are under constant pressure to increase production and improve efficiency. In order to reap the monetary benefits of shared cataloging, administrators in this study discourage the practice of customization and prefer to accept bibliographic records from the bibliographic utilities “as is” and/or purchase bibliographic records from vendors.

Yet despite these hindrances to customization, Hoffman (2008) suggests that catalogers at these libraries want to be a part of the user-centered paradigm and focus on users. Catalogers believe strongly that users are the ultimate purpose of cataloging. They try to “think” about users while cataloging, although they focus on standards in their behavior. However, instead of customization, catalogers and cataloging departments have had to redefine what it means to meet local users’ needs. In this study, to meet the needs of local users, catalogers follow cataloging standards, perform rush processing, and are nice to faculty, staff, and students. Although the catalogers in this study are trying very hard to be user-centered and help local users, they cannot truly meet local users’ needs through customization.

3. How should cataloging focus on users?

If cataloging practitioners are not able to customize bibliographic records to meet users’ needs, how should cataloging focus on users? How can cataloging focus on users and be user centered in a global environment where standards are called on to meet the needs of many different users?

3.1. Standards must focus on users

The model for addressing users’ needs seems to place users at the bottom of the hierarchy: Standards > Catalogers > Users. Catalogers are called upon to be a bridge between the standards and users and to modify the standards to meet local users’ needs. However, if catalogers cannot customize bibliographic records in any significant way, this model needs to be changed so that users inform the work of standards. Users need to be placed at the top of the hierarchy: Users > Standards > Catalogers. Because the emphasis in practice is on following standards to ensure fast production and efficient work, there is more of a chance that users’ needs will be met if standards focus on users and find ways to reflect their needs.

In addition to focusing on users in standards development, the assumption that cataloging can separate universal cataloging from local cataloging should be re-examined. ‘Localized’ interests, concerns, and values should be incorporated into the development of universal standards. There may still be a place for universality in standards, but they must meet the needs of various types of users. Cataloging practitioners may not be customizing bibliographic records to meet their local users’ needs, and the responsibility to meet these needs cannot be placed solely on their shoulders. The universal needs to incorporate the local.

3.2. Focus on domains

How can universal standards really incorporate local needs? In the user-centered paradigm, research often takes a cognitive approach, which focuses on users as
individuals. This is appropriate for some areas and research questions in LIS, but cataloging standards must reflect the needs of many different users. Focusing on domains may be a better approach to users and being user-centered. This approach is called the socio-cognitive approach, or the domain-analytic approach, and it focuses on users as parts of domains (Hjørland, 2002; Hjørland & Albrechtsen, 1995). A domain involves “a group of people who share common goals” (Mai, 2004, 605), is predicated on a knowledge base common to members of that group, and requires socialization into the group in order to penetrate its standards of thought and practice. Like the cognitive approach, users are seen as active constructors of information. However, what happens in an individual user’s mind is not as important as how context has shaped the user (Hjørland, 2002). It is important to understand how the members of a given domain produce and use information, how they search for information, and what questions they put to systems, because this knowledge can then be used to build systems of cataloging and indexing that help meet the specific needs of that domain (Hjørland, 2002; Mai, 2004).

Focusing on users as a part of domains could be a useful approach to users, because it would place the focus on groups of users, rather than any individual user, and it could provide a context for information use. This information could be incorporated into standards and bibliographic records to make information retrieval more meaningful in library catalogs. This is especially important as standards are called on to meet the diverse needs of a global audience. For example, Mai (2003) suggests that the needs of global users may be better served if the general and the special are both included in a classification scheme. A general classification scheme would not focus on describing what an item is about, but it could show the potential use by different domains.

A focus on use could be an effective way to bridge the universal and the local. This could not only be applied to standards for subject analysis, but for descriptive cataloging as well. As an example of this, I will look at the very broad domains of school libraries, public libraries, and academic libraries. Taking a domain focus, a bibliographic record for a children's book in a school library could look different from the bibliographic record for the same book in a public library or an academic library, because the users of the book may have different needs and use the book in different ways. For the school library, the bibliographic record may need to include curricular information for the teachers, as well as special programmatic information, such as Accelerated Reader levels (a popular program in schools to teach reading). The bibliographic record for the public library may need curricular information, particularly if the public library supports the school district. It also may need more summaries and series access so that children (and/or parents) can easily find a book they want to read. For an academic library, a bibliographic record for a children's book could include different types of information because the book is not intended to be read by children. It is used to train teachers and librarians. Although there could be universal attributes, like title, author, page numbers, etc., other things like notes, summaries, contents, etc. could show potential use. The bibliographic record could look different in all three libraries, because there are different needs and uses depending upon the domain. However, standards guide catalogers to create only one version of a bibliographic record. Without the ability to customize in practice, it becomes harder for libraries to meet the needs of local users. To overcome the limits of standardized cataloging, many
libraries have to purchase specialized information from vendors. For example, many school libraries pay vendors to add curricular information to their bibliographic records.

All of these different purposes can drive the development of standards. As cataloging standards are called on to meet diverse user needs on a global scale, there needs to be more research into incorporating domains into cataloging standards. There not only needs to be research on the domains themselves, but research needs to determine at what level domains are best served by cataloging standards. Are there commonalities in domains across languages and cultures? How should domain information be incorporated into cataloging standards? Focusing on domains could be an important step in meeting users’ needs in a global environment, but more research is needed on how best to incorporate domain knowledge in cataloging standards.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, I address two questions: 1. If cataloging standards are being used by diverse groups of users on a global scale, is the user-centered paradigm, as outlined by Dervin and Nilan (1986), still applicable? 2. If catalogers in practice cannot customize bibliographic records to meet users’ needs, who/what is responsible for meeting users’ needs and how should those needs be met? I suggest that focusing on users is still important, but the idea of what it means to be user-centered needs to change. Instead of placing the responsibility of meeting users’ needs on cataloging practice, cataloging should actually focus on users in research and standards development. In addition, users should be studied as parts of domains, and standards should be based on an understanding of domains and their needs.

These ideas are not necessarily new, and perhaps there are better ideas out there, but the important thing is that cataloging needs to start a conversation on how best to meet users’ needs. A little honesty and reflection is needed. Focusing on users is not easy, especially for broad representational systems, like library cataloging, that must meet the needs of many types of users. However, saying that the “convenience of the user” is the highest principle in the construction of cataloging codes, and instructing catalogers to keep users “in mind” while cataloging is not the same as actually meeting users’ needs. The responsibility of meeting users’ needs can no longer be placed on cataloging practice alone. Standards need to reflect the needs of many different users. If catalogers want to meet the needs of an increasingly global user base, they must find better ways to focus on users in order to have a true user-centered paradigm in cataloging and knowledge organization.
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